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ABSTRACT
What physical mechanism leads to organization
of a highly condensed and confined circular
chromosome? Computational modeling shows that
confinement-induced organization is able to
overcome the chromosome’s propensity to mix by
the formation of topological domains. The experi-
mentally observed high precision of separate
subcellular positioning of loci (located on different
chromosomal domains) in Escherichia coli naturally
emerges as a result of entropic demixing of such
chromosomal loops. We propose one possible
mechanism for organizing these domains: regula-
tory control defined by the underlying E. coli gene
regulatory network requires the colocalization of
transcription factor genes and target genes.
Investigating this assumption, we find the DNA
chain to self-organize into several topologically dis-
tinguishable domains where the interplay between
the entropic repulsion of chromosomal loops and
their compression due to the confining geometry
induces an effective nucleoid filament-type of struc-
ture. Thus, we propose that the physical structure of
the chromosome is a direct result of regulatory
interactions. To reproduce the observed precise
ordering of the chromosome, we estimate that the
domain sizes are distributed between 10 and 700kb,
in agreement with the size of topological domains
identified in the context of DNA supercoiling.
INTRODUCTION
Even the simplest organisms need to physically organize
their chromosomes. Bacterial chromosomes form a
compact DNA–protein complex called the nucleoid (1,2)
where the interplay between compaction of the genetic
material and its accessibility ensure vital cell functions
such as DNA replication, segregation, gene expression
and repair. In this work, we investigate an intriguing bio-
logical and physical problem: what physical mechanisms
lead to organization of highly condensed and conﬁned
circular chromosomes?
One of us previously measured and analyzed the
position ﬂuctuations of 15 single genetic loci (in G and
early S phase), among which are the origin of replication
OriC as well as two loci named ‘lac’ and ‘C4’ for conveni-
ence [for more details see (3)]. Loci in the body of the
nucleoid were found to show a precision of positioning
of better than 10% of the cell length and the precision
of interlocus distance of genomically proximate loci was
found to be better than 4%. Moreover, the linear relation-
ship between positions of the genes on the chromosome
and their spatial location within the cell was conﬁrmed.
While most studies of the localization of chromosomal
loci in bacteria have focused on their position along the
length of the cell, a recent study reports data concerning
loci positioning across the width of the Escherichia coli
cell ﬁnding ter-borne loci localized at the nucleoid periph-
ery (4).
By physicochemical approaches, it has long been shown
that the circular E. coli DNA molecule is organized into
separate chromosomal loops or superhelical domains that
are relaxed independently when DNA is cut (2,6,13–15).
One purpose of these topological domains appears to be
the prevention of chromosome unraveling as a result
of DNA damage since the loss of chromosomal supercoil-
ing leads to cell death (16). However, cross-links be-
tween random positions on the chromosome would also
protect against unwinding (2). Instead of that genomic
neighbors appear to be cross-linked suggesting that
the so formed domains might serve structure–function
relationships with respect to gene expression, too
(7,17–21).
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these domains differ between 10kb (6) and 100kb (23),
report intermediate values (24), and even indicate an or-
ganization into a ring compacted by four macrodomains
and two less structured regions (7,25). Thus, there al-
ready is evidence of a non-trivial nucleoid structure
where smaller domains are organized within higher order
‘super’ structures.
Several drivers responsible for the observed reliable
orientation and high level of organization of the E. coli
chromosome have been suggested, including intranucleoid
interactions such (i) macromolecular crowding (5),
(ii) DNA supercoiling (6) or (iii) protein–DNA inter-
actions (7–9) as well as explicit mechanisms of external
positioning such as (iv) cellular conﬁnement (3,10) or (v)
tethering of the chromosome (11,12).
Increasing lines of evidence link the three-dimensional
(3D) packaging of genes to the proper coordination of
gene expression (7,17–21). Transcription factors (TFs)
are the key controlling elements for appropriate gene ex-
pression in bacteria, where a functional network of regu-
latory interactions between TFs and target genes, which
can themselves be TFs, is formed (20,22). Assuming the
spatial nucleoid structure to inﬂuence transcription and
vice versa, speciﬁc correlations are expected to arise in
gene expression patterns (2). In fact, expression patterns
correlate at short (<16kb), medium ( 100kb) and
long ( 600–700kb) distances in E. coli (2,26,27). The
short-range correlations might result from small elemen-
tary domains of the nucleoid, while the long-range correl-
ations could result from higher scales of organization,
i.e. from long-range interactions between regions of the
chromosome that are genomically distant, but spatial
proximate when the chromosome is packaged within the
nucleoid (2).
Underpinning the evidence for ‘regulatory domains’, a
recent experimental study on the spatial organization
of mRNA in E. coli shows that mRNAs display limited
dispersion from their site of transcription (19). The high
localization of mRNA implies that chromosome architec-
ture might act as a spatial organizer, which compartmen-
talizes the cell interior such that dedicated (regulatory)
proteins are produced within those subcellular regions,
where their regulatory intervention is needed (8,19,28,29).
The assumption of functional domains is supported by
another work on the role of transcriptional regulation
in shaping the organization of genes on a chromosome
(20). It was demonstrated that the more target genes a
TF regulates, the higher is its need to be expressed in
higher concentrations to regulate targets located
dispersedly on the chromosome. In contrast, local or
dedicated TFs were found to be expressed in much
lower concentrations explaining the reasons for their prox-
imity on the chromosome to their target genes (20). This
aspect justiﬁes an a posteriori conformational organization
of DNA to produce colocalization phenomena since it is a
natural way to make 3D targeting and assembly of
complexes more efﬁcient and error free.
Additionally, there is experimental evidence from other
bacteria suggesting that there is a link between the ﬁnal
expression products and chromosome organization (30).
Visualization of replicated DNA within living cells of
Bacillus subtilis show that genes from distant chromosom-
al regions co-localize within a similar subcellular location
for the purpose of coregulation (30).
How do bacterial cells operate such coordinated
movement of speciﬁc sites within the compacted genome
rapidly and faithfully? This is a place, in which physical
modeling of polymers in conﬁned space can help to relate
experimental observations on E. coli nucleoid structure
and to quantitatively test our models for chromosome
organization.
First, we demonstrate that conﬁnement and conden-
sation are not sufﬁcient to spontaneously organize the
chromosome. Without dividing the chromosome into
topological domains, conﬁnement-induced organization
cannot overcome propensity of the chromosome to mix.
The high precision of separate subcellular positioning of
loci located on different chromosomal domains naturally
emerges as a result of entropic demixing of these structural
subunits. This concept might have important implications
for chromosome segregation since the increasing topo-
logical complexity of the stacked sequence of chromosom-
al loops implies a stronger repulsion between replicated
DNA chains, and consequently more precise organization
and faithful segregation (31,32).
In a subsequent step, we propose and investigate one
possible mechanism for organizing these domains: the
gene regulatory network. It was demonstrated that in
the gene regulatory network in E. coli, regulatory genes
need to be expressed in different concentrations in depend-
ence of the genomic distance from their target genes and
of the number of target genes regulated (20). Additionally,
it was shown that expressed mRNAs largely display
limited dispersion from their sites of transcription, which
suggests that translation is spatially organized by using the
chromosome layout as a template (19). In light of these
recent ﬁndings, we suggest that regulatory control requires
the co-localization of TF genes and target genes. We
do not propose a detailed mechanism generating these
attractive interactions [which might result from protein–
protein or from protein–RNA interactions (33,34)], but
rather explore its consequences in shaping the physical
structure of the E. coli chromosome.
In fact, we ﬁnd that the DNA chain self-organizes into
several topologically distinguishable domains where the
interplay between the entropic repulsion of chromosomal
loops and their compression due to the conﬁning geometry
induces a formation into a stacked sequence of interlinked
domains. These domains are sufﬁcient to generate the
observed precision of E. coli chromosome structure and
we estimate the domain sizes to be distributed between 10
and 700kb, in agreement with the size of topological
domains identiﬁed in the context of DNA supercoiling.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ring polymers or polymer loops do not intermingle, but
entropically repel each other both in free space and even
more strongly in conﬁnement (31,35,36). This can be
understood by noting that two ring polymers suffer a
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2012, Vol.40,No. 3 973loss of conformational entropy when being brought
together within a distance smaller than their gyration
radius (31,32,36). This tendency to segregate, which
holds to a lesser extend for linear domains, too, leads to
compartmentalization. The repulsive effect of loop forma-
tion is highlighted in Supplementary Figure S1 conﬁrming
that the density clouds of adjacent polymeric loops are
indeed well separated.
These results suggest that the experimentally observed
separate subcellular localization of the three genetic loci in
(3) and displayed in Figure 1 could emerge due to their
positioning on different chromosomal domains/loops. In
fact, it is the mutual entropic repulsion between chromo-
somal domains that constitutes an elegant, self-organized
mechanism of ordering in conﬁnement due to compart-
mentalization. However, without dividing the chromo-
some into topological domains, conﬁnement-induced
organization cannot overcome the propensity of the
chromosome to mix. Additionally, the experimental obser-
vation of equal variance of the position distributions dis-
played in Figure 1 suggests the absence of tethering
interactions.
In order to quantitatively test our assumptions, (i) we
apply the Metropolis Monte Carlo method (37) to model
the circular chromosome by a ring polymer being com-
pacted due to ﬁxed size loops within a rod-shaped
geometry representing the nucleoid. The ter-region is rep-
resented by a stretched linker connecting the two polymer
arms. This approach is based on a recent work ﬁnding the
E. coli chromosome to be organized with a linker that
connects the outer edges of the nucleoid (38). Figure 1B
illustrates the employed polymer model and section
‘Domain Topology and Conﬁnement Shape E. coli
Chromosome Packaging’ in Supplementary Data
explains further details on the polymer description.
Comparing this approach to a ‘null model’, which
consists of a simple ring polymer conﬁned to the same
geometry, allows for the investigation of the impact of
domain formation on the packaging of highly conﬁned
chromosomes.
In a subsection step (ii), we propose that the E. coli gene
regulatory network permits the genetic loci to identify and
form domains with genetic neighbors. We investigate
the consequences of this assumption by applying numer-
ical simulations, where the chromosome is modeled as a
self-avoiding polymer in conﬁnement. TFs along the
chromosome are associated with the respective sites
along the polymer chain. These sites interact with their
target sites according to an effective attractive potential,
mimicking a regulatory interplay and driving TFs and
their target genes to colocalize in space. Figure 2A illus-
trates the transciptional regulatory network as used in this
work. Additionally, Figure 2 shows a 2D cartoon of the
3D self-avoiding DNA chain, which mimics the regulatory
control between TF genes and target genes by assuming a
harmonic interaction between these sites. Further details
on the polymer description as well as on the E. coli gene
regulatory network are shown in section ‘Gene Expression
and Colocalization’ in Supplementary Data.
RESULTS
Division of the chromosome into domains is key
to conﬁnement-induced organization
The position distribution of four sites along the polymer
backbone with respect to the long axis of the conﬁning
cavity both for the E. coli polymer model as well as for
the ‘null model’ are displayed in Figure 3. In case of the
bare ring polymer, the absence of distinguished domains
leads to a loss of spatial ordering that is reﬂected in the
polymer’s mobility throughout the conﬁning geometry.
In contrast, the speciﬁc topology of the E. coli polymer
model leads to an interplay between the domain’s
tendency of de-mixing and the pressure exerted by con-
ﬁnement. As a result, the stacking of polymer loops inside
the rod-shaped geometry induces a high level of spatial
Figure 1. (A) Histogram of long-axis locus position for IL01t C4 cells [adapted from (3)]. The genomic locus positions are shown schematically in
the inset. Loci in the body of the nucleoid show a precision of positioning within the cell of better than 10% of the cell length. (B) A cartoon of the
chromosomal domains being the ‘building blocks’ of the E. coli chromosome. The dark gray double arrows represent TF–gene interactions which
‘restrain’ the domains. The domain ‘walls’ indicated by the red, blue and green dashed lines are able to diffuse and thus subject to position
ﬂuctuations. The subcellular position distributions of the red, blue and green loci [ﬂuorescently tagged in experiments (3,38,47,48)] examplify the
precise separate positioning of genetic sites on different domains due to their tendency of demixing. The gray dashed line represents the ter-proximate
region acting as a linker that connects the two polymer arms. A detailed description of the polymer model can be found in section ‘Domain
Topology and Conﬁnement Shape E. coli Chromosome Packaging’ in Supplementary Data.
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position distributions in Figure 3.
The speciﬁc spatial organization is able to explain the
general linear correlation between positioning of genes
on the chromosome and their location in the cellular
volume: adjacent loops are displaced along the long axis
of the rod-shaped conﬁning volume in such a way to form
a sequence of stacked ‘neighbor’ loops or an ‘effective
nucleoid ﬁlament’ (3). The linear relationship between
genomic and subcellular position is apparent in
Figure 3, too.
An analysis of how the SMC-like protein MukBEF con-
denses DNA revealed its likely involvement in organizing
the chromosome in a series of loops orthogonal to the
cell axis, which was argued to account for the orderly ar-
rangement of the chromosome (40). Here, we show that
entropy might provide a purely physical driving force to
support the dedicated action of speciﬁc proteins such as
chromosome condensation proteins in order to create the
right physical conditions for chromosome packaging.
Notably, this result is conﬁrmed by the experimental ob-
servation that cells with the MukBEF deletion are capable
of almost wild-type chromosome structure.
An established measure of compartmentalization
are the contact probabilities between pairs of sites along
the polymer as shown in Figure 4. The sites are numbered
consecutively and the contact map displays their
probabilities of establishing a contact, i.e. whenever they
are spatially closer than a threshold distance dthreshold.
In fact, the very low contact probability of non-diagonal
contacts in Figure 4 shows that domain formation induces
contacts among sites within the same and between sites
of genomically neighboring domains. Thus, the experi-
mentally observed high precision of subcellular locus
Figure 2. (A) Graphical illustration of the transcriptional regulatory network describing the regulatory interplay between the TFs and their target
genes as applied in our polymer model. Black nodes represent TF genes, dark gray nodes represent the target genes and links represent regulatory
interactions between them. A detailed description of the network can be found in section ‘Gene Expression and Co-localization in Supplementary
Data’. Global regulators are those TF genes that regulate lots of target genes, while other regulatory proteins are local, dedicated regulators. (B)2 D
cartoon of the 3D self-avoiding DNA chain [adapted from (39)] mimicking the regulatory control between TF genes and target genes by assuming a
harmonic interaction between these sites. Sites that can interact with other sites are represented by small blue ﬁlled circles connected by blue springs.
The outer blue circles deﬁne the strength of the harmonic interaction potential. See section ‘Gene Expression and Co-localization’ in Supplementary
Data for further details on the polymer description and the TF–gene network.
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Relative position along the long axis
Figure 3. The position distribution of four sites located at the relative
positions s=L ¼ 0:25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 along the polymer backbone L
are shown with respect to the long axis of the conﬁning cavity for (A)
the domain model and (B) the ‘null model’. In case of the bare ring
polymer, the absence of distinguished domains leads to a loss of spatial
ordering which is reﬂected in the polymer’s mobility throughout the
conﬁning geometry. In contrast, the speciﬁc topology of the E. coli
polymer model induces a high level of spatial positioning. The interplay
between the domain’s tendency of de-mixing and the pressure exerted
by conﬁnement leads to a stacking of polymer loops inside the
rod-shaped geometry.
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genetic sites lying on different chromosomal domains has
to be interpreted within the concept of structural units as
the building blocks of the chromosome consisting of
(supercoiled) DNA loops stabilized by DNA-binding
proteins (41). The size of the structural units simultan-
eously inﬂuences the organization of the chromosome
(segregation of chromosomal domains versus mixing)
and its conformation (ordered versus random) in
conﬁned space (32). Consequently, the size of the struc-
tural unit is reﬂected in the decay width of the contact
probability backbone shown in Figure 4. While Valens
et al. (25) provide one measure of contact probabilities,
Hi-C would provide another complementary approach
with the opportunity to observe the interactions in a dif-
ferent biochemical context (cross-linking) and with a
higher resolution in order to test our predictions (42).
Moreover, while other domain organization models
conclude that domain barriers are not placed stably at
ﬁxed sites on the chromosome, but are effectively
randomly distributed hard walls (6), we have shown that
their position need not be stochastic, since the domain
walls are able to diffuse and thus subject to position
ﬂuctuations.
A recent study has evaluated the position of E. coli (43)
chromosomal loci across the width of the cell by tagging
loci with ﬂuorescent proteins and comparing the measured
distributions with simulated ones from different cell width
models (4). The terminus region of the chromosome is
found to be excluded from the body of the nucleoid and
preferentially located at its periphery (4,44). Our model of
the E. coli chromosome topology displays the same char-
acteristic feature. The polymer chain region, which repre-
sents the ter-borne chromosome part, is preferentially
located at the periphery of the conﬁning cavity as is
shown in Figure 5. Within our modeling approach, this
result can be understood by noting that the (mostly
linearly stretched) ter-region has less topological complex-
ity compared with the looped ‘ﬁlament’-like structure of
the remaining nucleoid. The topological complexity of the
domains not only leads to an entropic repulsion between
adjacent chromosomal domains, but also pushes the ter-
region towards the envelope of the conﬁning cavity. A
donut like topology is observed if the topological com-
plexity of chromosome is uniform (45).
The gene regulatory network as a mechanism for
domain formation
We have shown that the interplay between entropic repul-
sion of chromosomal domains and pressure exerted by the
envelope of the conﬁning cavity can be one driving force
for nucleoid organization (and segregation) supporting the
action of dedicated cellular machinery (46,47) or internal
pushing forces (31,32,48). However, while the existence of
chromosomal domains is widely accepted, their size and
the mechanism that gives rise to them is still under debate.
In this work, we investigate one possible mechanism for
organizing chromosomal domains: the gene regulatory
network.
The decision about gene expression or repression is
controlled by TFs, which use metabolic or environmental
signals to trigger a transcriptional response (22) within
a functional network of regulatory interactions between
TFs and target genes (21,49–51). Additionally, the
proper genome-wide coordination of gene expression has
been shown to be linked to the spatial organization of the
chromosome within the nucleoid (8,22,52,53). In this
Figure 5. The relative abundance of ter-proximate sites as a function of
their positioning with respect to the short axis of the conﬁning
geometry (cell’s small axis). Meile and coworkers (4) have determined
the position distributions of loci in the terminus region with respect to
the short axis of the cell. They ﬁnd these ter-borne loci localized at
the nucleoid periphery. In our model, the polymer chain region repre-
senting the stretched ter-proximate region connecting the two nucleoid
edges is preferentially located near the conﬁning envelop, too, thus
conﬁrming the experimental observation. Within our modeling
approach, this can be understood by noting that the (mostly linearly
stretched) ter-region has less topological complexity compared with
the looped ‘ﬁlament’-like structure of the remaining nucleoid. The
topological complexity of the domains not only leads to an entropic
repulsion between adjacent chromosomal domains, but also pushes the
ter-region towards the envelope of the conﬁning cavity in agreement
with the experimental ﬁndings (4).
Figure 4. The contact probability map shows the probability for pairs
of sites along the polymer backbone s=L to form a contact, i.e.
whenever both sites are spatially closer than a threshold distance
dthreshold. Domain formation induces contacts among sites within the
same domain and between sites of neighboring domains. The experi-
mentally observed high precision of subcellular locus positioning can be
explained by noting that the mobility of sites belonging to different
chromosomal domains is restricted to the radius of the so-deﬁned struc-
tural subunit.
976 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol. 40,No. 3respect, one can distinguish between ‘analog’ control, i.e.
regulatory action by chromosome topology, and ‘digital’
control, i.e. regulation mediated by transcription factors
(21,50,51,54).
Regarding the observed existence of chromosome
domains in E. coli, we propose that one-dimensionally
distant target genes, i.e. genes that are genomically far
away from their regulative TF, colocalize with it in
order to facilitate transcription. This assumption is sup-
ported by a recent work on the role of transcriptional
regulation in shaping the organization of genes on a
chromosome (20). It was demonstrated that the higher
a TF is in the transcriptional hierarchy, the higher is its
need to be expressed in higher concentrations to regulate
target genes located dispersedly on the chromosome.
In contrast, local or dedicated TFs, that are lower in the
network hierarchy, were found to be expressed in much
lower concentrations explaining the reasons for their prox-
imity on the chromosome to their target genes. This aspect
justiﬁes an a posteriori conformational organization of
DNA to produce colocalization phenomena since it is a
natural way to make 3D targeting and assembly of
complexes more efﬁcient and error free. Thus, the forma-
tion of a speciﬁc chromosome topology (chromosomal
domains) stabilized by nucleoid-associated proteins
(NAPs) who are in charge of most chromosomal remodel-
ing tasks could be seen as a feature of analog control.
Since a model for E. coli domain organization involves
the recognition of a domain-speciﬁc pattern by a protein
which would isolate it from other domains, various experi-
mental groups have been looking for dedicated proteins
that bind speciﬁcally to a single domain to organize the
chromosome. A few examples of domain forming proteins
have been identiﬁed. In B. subtilis, the DNA-binding
ParB-like protein Spo0J appears to ensure proper arrange-
ment and partitioning of chromosomal DNA by recruiting
the condensin structural maintenance of chromosomes
(SMCs) complex to the replication origin region (55,56).
In E. coli, SMC-like complex MukBEF appears to
colocalize with the origin of replication, but the mechan-
ism is unknown. A recent study has identiﬁed a protein
MatP that structures the terminus macrodomain. ChIP
experiments have revealed that proteins SeqA and SlmA
both appear to be excluded from the terminus region
(7,57,58). However, the existence of these known
examples is insufﬁcient to explain the precision of struc-
ture observed on the chromosome (7). Here, we propose
that structure proteins have been hiding in plain sight.
They are the TFs that are already known to target small
regions of the chromosome speciﬁcally.
We mimic the regulatory control between TF genes and
target genes in the transciptional regulatory network by
assuming a harmonic interaction between these sites as
illustrated in Figure 2. Within this rather general frame-
work, we ﬁnd that the DNA chain indeed self-organizes
into several topologically distinguishable domains.
Figure 6 displays a snapshot of the genome organization
as obtained after the equilibration of the self-interacting
DNA chain, i.e. when the system ﬂuctuates around its
global energy minimum.
Local TFs regulating a small number of target genes
tend to localize peripherally, while global TFs which
regulate a large number of genes assume more central
localizations within the conﬁning geometry. Several
models have been proposed that lead to such a macro-
arrangement of the nucleoid (59,60). In particular, the
microarray experiments by Jeong et al. (27) show a high
degree of correlation between the transcriptional signal
of genes close together on the chromosome, where the
observed stability and range of correlations extend far
beyond the expected size of the average operon. Such
dependence offers an intriguing hypothesis about the
physical basis of the short-range transcriptional correl-
ations: the transcription of the genes within a chromosom-
al domain is more similar to each other than to genes in
other domains (27).
The folding of the nucleoid in domains due to gene
colocalization puts into spatial contact distant chromo-
somal regions. The inset of Figure 6 shows the position
distributions for the three genetic loci oriC, C4 and lac
concurrently visualized in (3) as obtained by our model
of the E. coli nucleoid. We ﬁnd the three genetic loci to be
located on different domains emerging due to TF–gene
colocalization. In agreement with this ﬁnding, the
genomic distances between the loci oriC and C4 as well
as between the loci C4 and lac being  300 and 600kb,
respectively, formally conﬁrm the sites’ positioning on
different domains even when an upper loop size limit of
700kb (emerging from our numerical calculations) is
assumed. Additionally, we ﬁnd the terminus region to
Figure 6. The 3D chromosome organization is obtained after the equili-
bration of the interacting self-avoiding polymer chain in a rod-shaped
geometry. Modeling the regulatory interplay between TFs and their
targets based on the E. coli transcriptional regulatory network, we
ﬁnd that genes on a DNA chain self-organize into several topologically
distinguishable domains of different sizes. The chromosomal loop to
which OriC is associated with is displayed in red, while the blue and
green marked chromosomal regions refer to the chromosome domains
that contain the genetic loci C4 and lac, respectively. It becomes clear
that the three genetic loci are well separated with respect to projections
on the long axis of the conﬁning envelope. The formed domains are
sufﬁcient to generate the observed precision of E. coli chromosome
structure and we estimate the domain sizes to be distributed between
10 and 700kb.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2012, Vol.40,No. 3 977self-organize at the mid-cell position connecting the two
chromosome arms in agreement with Ref. (3)
Moreover, the inset of Figure 6 also shows that the as-
sumption of TF–gene interactions as drivers of domain
formation (among other possible mechanisms) are able
to reproduce the linear correlation between the position
of a gene on the chromosome (i.e. site along the polymer)
and its subcellular position inside the nucleoid (i.e. the
long axis of the conﬁning cavity). In fact, the strong
linear correlation is a direct consequence of the fact that
DNA is compacted and conﬁned. Notably, there is only a
linear correlation for sufﬁciently large domain sizes since
the absence of domains leads to a loss of precision of
positioning and consequently linear ordering (61).
Thus, we study the distribution of loop sizes in Figure 6
ﬁnding them to range between 10 and 700kb in agreement
with the size of topological domains identiﬁed in the
context of DNA supercoiling (27,62). We ﬁnd a mean
domain size of hldomaini¼86kb. The long tail of large
loop sizes (>150kb) can be explained by noting that the
larger domains are themselves built up by smaller
subdomains in agreement with the observed long-range
correlations in gene expression patterns (2,26,27).
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have (i) proposed a mechanism by which
chromosomal domains are formed and (ii) quantitatively
investigated this model applying numerical simulations.
We assume the E. coli transciptional regulatory network
to give rise to colocalization of TFs and their target
sites due to attractive interactions between genetic loci.
Under these conditions, we ﬁnd that the DNA chain
self-organizes into several topologically distinguishable
domains where the interplay between the entropic repul-
sion of chromosomal loops and their compression due to
the conﬁning geometry induces a formation into a stacked
sequence of interlinked domains or ‘rosettes’ (63). Thus,
the experimentally observed high precision of separate
subcellular positioning of genetic loci located on different
chromosomal domains naturally emerges as a result of
entropic de-mixing of loops where the precision of local-
ization is related to the position ﬂuctuations of each
chromosomal domain. To recover the precision of organ-
ization observed in E. coli, we estimate the domain sizes to
be distributed between 10 and 700kb, in agreement with
the size of topological domains identiﬁed in the context of
DNA supercoiling.
However, the question has to be raised whether the
circular chromosome behaves as an equilibrated polymer
(64). Calculation of the rate of uncoiling of the DNA
molecule can be computed by taking into account the
increase of entropy on unwinding as well as the viscous
resistance of the surrounding medium (65). Thus, at
 300K the bidirectional replication of a 4-Mb chromo-
some would require  20min (65), which might leave a
substantial amount of time for the non-replicating phase
where chromosome domains could be rearranged.
Notably, the study of E. coli chromosome organization
is inﬂuenced by the experimental conditions, which
might not be judicious due to different genetic background
and growth conditions. Due to the high packing density
of the nucleoid, the bacterial chromosome might not
be able to explore the whole conﬁguration space of
possible conformations but rather a restricted subspace
starting from similar initial conﬁgurations emerging
due to the progressive segregation and DNA compaction
after each replication cycle. In fact, numerical calcula-
tions on time scales that are small compared with the
relaxation time of our polymer system indicate even
more precise locus positioning due to ‘frozen-in’
conﬁgurations.
Our concept could have important implications for
chromosome segregation, too. It was previously shown
that compaction of the bacterial chromosome and con-
formational entropy alone could direct and facilitate the
segregation of newly replicated daughter strands of DNA
(31,32). In this work, the sequence of stacked domains has
higher internal topological complexity compared with
linear or circular chains leading to even stronger repulsive
interactions. Thus, segregation by entropic forces induced
by chain topology in strong conﬁnement might constitute
a reliable mechanism, where no additional drivers such as
a mitotic spindle-like machinery or dedicated proteins
may be needed (32).
We have not taken into account the effect of the
chromosomal domains being negatively supercoiled by
either plectonemic or toroidal supercoils (62) since we
have focused on the global physical properties of the
chromosome on a more coarse-grained level. However,
DNA gyrases, which cause branched supercoils and thus
increase domains topological complexity, further promote
entropic repulsion between the supercoiled chromosomal
domains as pointed out above.
Summarizing, our approach offers a robust framework
for understanding the basic physical principles underlying
E. coli chromosome organization. Its advantage is that
it does not depend on the microscopic details of the
DNA chain or on speciﬁc DNA–protein interactions. In
light of the difference in length scales between proteins
and chromosomes, the question has to be raised whether
local actions of speciﬁc proteins alone are able to globally
shape chromosome organization (7,32). Thus, our model
is based on the idea that nature exploits entropy, excluded
volume, speciﬁc chromosome topologies and conﬁnement
as a driving force to create the right physical conditions
for chromosome packaging eventually ﬁne-tuned by the
dedicated action of proteins such as NAPs that bridge
and bend DNA (9) or chromosome condensation
proteins [SMC (51) and MukBEF (66)]. Future experi-
ments investigating the spatial distribution of TF genes
and target genes would be insightful to test our
predictions.
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